IN MEMORIAM

James P. Dearing
1935-1987

Of all the achievements and contributions of Jim Dearing to the perfusion profession, his legacy is nowhere more apparent than in the *Journal of Extra-Corporeal Technology*. The readers and Editorial staff of the *Journal* have all benefited from the numerous professional contributions that Jim Dearing has made to the profession and the *Journal*. Jim's dedication to the *Journal* and his willingness to serve in every position on the Editorial Committee including Editor, has substantially increased the quality of the *Journal* and the *Journal* peer-review process.

Jim Dearing’s *Journal* publications for 1975-1986 are listed below and his contributions in 1987 are listed in this issue’s index. Typically, two manuscripts that Jim has coauthored are yet to be published, see “Manuscripts to Appear in Future Issues.” Jim was always willing to tender presentations and to author scientific and educational manuscripts. Jim consistently came to the aid of young authors and Associate Editors to help improve the content of many *Journal* manuscripts and ultimately the entire *Journal* Process.

Because of Jim’s love of and success in scientific and educational writing and presenting, we dedicate the 1988 *Journal* year to the memory of Jim’s contribution to the perfusion literature and this *Journal’s* success and peer review process.
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